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SUMMARY 

Objective 

Provide a safe place for newly arrived and established Syrian refugees in San Diego between the ages of 12-18. To 
help integrate the Syrian youth into healthy American culture. To build good relationships, have fun and build trust 
between Adults who are Christ followers and Syrian youth.  

Goals 
Our main goal is to be an example of what a healthy relationship looks like, specifically as a follower of Jesus. Our 
goal is to provide a safe space for Syrian youth to process what they have come out of (fleeing as refugees) and 
what their lives look like now, living in the USA.  

Solution 

The solution is to spend time together on a regular basis (primarily each Monday night after school). Our solution is 
to have meals together, play games together, go to the beach together, see movies and go camping, in other 
words, be present in their lives. These things build trust, they are engaging and they provide space for health 
relationships.  

Project Outline 

Each Monday night, after school, we will meet as a group to do an activity together. Currently we have two male 
adults, Phil Cunningham with Steps of Justice and David Schupack with Bridge Builders International. We will pick 
of the boy’s at their homes and have a different activity each Monday night. We will eat together, play together, see 
San Diego and American sites together and spend time talking and sharing about how our weeks have gone. 
Once in a while we will do an event on a Saturday or weekend, like camping of hiking.   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BUDGET 

Projected budget per month 

Each week we will have certain expenses for the activities that we will be doing. Below is a projected budget of 
what we will need. Would you consider sponsoring one of these weeks? You can do that through 
www.stepsofjustice.org/donate  

Description Quantity Unit Price Cost per week

Sept. 18 Food and the beach 6 people $8 per person $	 48

Sept. 25 Balboa Park and Food 8 People $8 per person $	 64

Oct. 2 Trampoline park (boy’s really want to do this). 10 people $12 per person $	 120

Oct 9. No event, Canadian Thanksgiving

October 16 Head to a local animal farm (boy’s request). 

Oct 23 Dinner at Cunningham House 8 people $5 per person $	 40

Oct. 30  Bowling and food 10 people $10 per person $	 100

Future trips: 
Overnight Camping trip 
Hiking in the mountains 

10 people 
10 people

$15 per person 
$10 per person

$150 
$100 

More events to come. 
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